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The detection of gravitational waves from compact binary coalescence by Advanced LIGO and
Advanced Virgo provides an opportunity to study the strong-field, highly-relativistic regime of
gravity. Gravitational-wave tests of General Relativity (GR) typically assume Gaussian and sta-
tionary detector noise, thus do not account for non-Gaussian, transient noise features (glitches).
We present the results obtained by performing parameterized gravitational-wave tests on simulated
signals from binary-black-hole coalescence overlapped with three classes of frequently occurring in-
strumental glitches with distinctly different morphologies. We then review and apply three glitch
mitigation methods and evaluate their effect on reducing false deviations from GR. We show that
the mitigation methods of inpainting using an inpainting filter and glitch model subtraction using
the BayesWave algorithm can consistently reduce false violations of GR introduced by these glitches
by considering 9 cases of glitches overlapping with signals.

I. INTRODUCTION8

Over a century after its formulation in 1915, Einstein’s9

General Relativity (GR) remains as the accepted theory10

of gravity, passing all precision tests to date [1]. In the11

weak-field, slow-motion regime, where the effects of met-12

ric theories of gravity can be approximated as higher-13

order post-Newtonian (PN) corrections to the Newto-14

nian theory [2], GR lies within the stringent bounds set15

by solar-system tests and pulsar tests [3, 4]. Recent16

attention has turned to testing GR in the strong-field,17

highly-relativistic regime [3], which potentially suggests18

high-energy corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action [5],19

making GR compatible with standard quantum field the-20

ory [1]. One approach of probing the strong-field regime21

is through the detection of gravitational waves (GWs),22

which propagates at the speed of light and carries infor-23

mation about its astrophysical origin [6].24

Of all strong-field astrophysical events that could be25

probed using GWs, the coalescence of stellar-mass binary26

black holes (BBHs), which can be schematically divided27

into inspiral, merger and ringdown (IMR) stages, plays a28

crucial role in testing GR [1]. Since the orbital separation29

of BBHs can reach far below the last stable orbit before30

merging, the generated gravitational field can be many31

order of magnitudes stronger than other astrophysical32

events observed so far [7–9]. Moreover, GWs emitted by33

coalescing BBHs offers one of the cleanest test of GR, as34

matter and electromagnetic fields are negligible for most35

sources [8, 10], and the emitted GWs essentially prop-36

agate through matter unimpeded [8], enabling precision37

tests of the strong-field dynamics of GR. Since 2015, Ad-38

vanced LIGO [11] and Advanced Virgo [12] have jointly39
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announced over 40 confident detections of GWs from co-40

alescing BBHs [13, 14].41

Several GW tests of GR using coalescing BBHs are de-42

veloped to test for generic deviations from GR without43

the need for signal models from competing theories of44

gravity [8]. For example, consistency tests search for ex-45

cess power in the residual noise after subtracting a best-46

fit GR waveform [15], or compare the source parameters47

inferred using only high-frequency data to that inferred48

using only low-frequency data [15]; parameterized tests49

introduce parameterized deformations to waveform ap-50

proximations to GR and infer the extent of deviation us-51

ing Bayesian parameter estimation [9]. To this date, no52

evidence for violations of GR has been identified using53

GWs emitted by coalescing BBHs [16, 17].54

Aside from GWs, output from GW detectors is at-55

tributed to many independent sources of random noise56

[18]. Detector noise is typically modeled as stationary57

and Gaussian in GW data analysis in light of the central58

limit theorem, and by assuming that noise characteristics59

remain stationary over observation timescales [19, 20].60

However, these assumptions cannot account for transient,61

non-Gaussian noise features, commonly referred to as62

glitches [21–23], which pose significant problems to GW63

searches [22] and may bias GW data analysis by violat-64

ing the noise model. Three glitches from commonly-seen65

glitch classes during the O3 observing run are shown in66

Fig. 1.67

Many efforts are made to identify and classify glitches68

[22, 24–28]. Once a glitch is identified, the data contain-69

ing the glitch can be removed using various mitigation70

methods [29–33]. The effects of glitches and their miti-71

gations to the inference of source parameters have been72

studied in the context of glitches similar to that affecting73

GW170817 [34]. It is of interest to extend the study to74

parameterized tests of GR, which share the same noise75

model and parameter estimation techniques but involv-76
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FIG. 1. Glitches with similar morphology can be algorithmi-
cally categorized into different classes [22]. A time-frequency
representation, called a Q-scan (or Omega scan) [35], where
the duration of each time-frequency bins varies inversely with
frequency and linearly with a parameter Q, is commonly used
to visualize glitches [22, 28]. Q-scans of three frequently-
occurring glitches (top: scattered-light, bottom-left: tomte,
bottom-right: blip) during the O3 observing run are shown.
The value of Q used is 40, 8 and 8 respectively. The colour
represents the normalized amplitude (square root of the nor-
malized power) in each time-frequency bin.

ing extra degree(s) of freedom as parameterized devia-77

tions from GR are introduced to the signal model, which78

may enhance such effects.79

This report is structured as follows: Sec. II describes80

the typical data model used in GW data analyses [19, 20],81

which composes of a GW signal in additive stationary82

and Gaussian noise. Sec. III introduces a parameter-83

ized test of GR involving the parameterization of the84

phase of an IMR waveform model [36]. Sec. IV reviews85

three glitch mitigation methods, namely band-pass fil-86

tering, gating and inpainting, and discusses their poten-87

tial impacts on tests of GR. Sec. V presents the results88

obtained by performing the parameterized test of GR89

to glitch-overlapped BBH-coalescence GW signals before90

and after glitch mitigations.91

II. DATA MODEL92

A GW detector is designed to respond linearly to the93

fractional change in arm length, or strain [18]. The time94

series of detector output data d, sampled at time tk at95

constant sampling interval ∆t, can thus be expressed as96

a linear superposition of a time series of the GW strain97

signal h and a time series of detector noise n:98

d(tk) = h(tk) + n(tk) . (1)

In Eq. (1) and in subsequent discussion, boldface denotes99

the matrix representation of specified quantities.100

A. Stationary Gaussian Noise Model101

Assuming that a large number of independent noise102

sources contribute linearly to the detector noise n, the103

central limit theorem states that the probability density104

distribution of the noise n tends to follow a multivariate105

Gaussian distribution [37]:106

P (n) =
1√

(2π)N |Σ|
e−

1
2 (n−µ)

TΣ−1(n−µ) , (2)

which is uniquely defined by the covariance matrix Σij =107

E[(n(ti) − µ(ti))(n(tj) − µ(tj))] and the mean vector108

µi = E[n(ti)], where E[·] and | · | denotes the expecta-109

tion and determinant operation respectively. The diago-110

nal (off-diagonal) terms of the covariance matrix are the111

variances at each instance of time (correlations between112

data from different instances of time).113

If the number of samples N is large, it is undesirable to114

invert the N ×N covariance matrix in Eq. (2). Instead,115

we consider the joint probability density in Fourier do-116

main, which is also a multivariate Gaussian distribution117

[37]. With the assumption of stationarity, i.e. the joint118

probability density distribution is time-invariant, the co-119

variance matrix in Fourier domain is diagonalized in the120

infinite-duration limit [38]. This relation can be approxi-121

mated for the finite-duration discretely-sampled time se-122

ries, giving the following approximation to the joint prob-123

ability density in Fourier domain [38] (for even N), also124

known as the Whittle likelihood [39] in the context of125

statistical inference:126

P (n) '
N/2−1∏
j=0

2∆f

πSn(fj)
exp

(
−∆f

2|ñj |2
Sn(fj)

)
, (3)

where fj ≡ j/N∆t. The quantity Sn(fj) ≡ 2|ñ(fj)|2/T127

is scaled from the diagonal terms of the covariance ma-128

trix in Fourier domain, ∆f ≡ 1/T is the frequency resolu-129

tion and the tilde denotes a discrete Fourier transformed130

(DFT) quantity:131

ñj ≡ ∆t DFT[n(tk)] = ∆t

N−1∑
k=0

n(tk)e−2πijk/N . (4)

To motivate the quantity Sn(fj), called the one-sided132

power spectral density (PSD), we invoke Parseval’s theo-133

rem [38]:134

N/2−1∑
j=0

Sn(fj)∆f ≡
2

T

N/2−1∑
j=0

|ñ(fj)|2∆f =
1

N

N−1∑
k=0

|n(tk)|2 ,

(5)
and note that the rightmost side of Eq. (5) returns the135

power of the time series. Since a time series is real, we136
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FIG. 2. An example IMRPhenomPv2 time-domain GW wave-
form (upper figure) and the corresponding instantaneous fre-
quency (lower figure) plotted against time. The two hori-
zontal lines in the lower figure correspond to the frequen-
cies 0.018/M (lower line) and fRD/2 (upper line), which de-
fines the boundaries of the inspiral, intermediate and merger-
ringdown stages in Fourier domain. The corresponding
boundaries in time domain (vertical lines) are determined as
the times when the instantaneous frequency of the signal in-
tersects with the Fourier-domain boundaries.

have the property ñ(fj) = ñ∗(−fj). Consequently, we137

can sample only the frequency bins from 0 Hz to up to138

the Nyquist frequency 1/2∆t, and introduce the factor of139

2 in Eq. (3) and Eq. (5).140

B. Signal Model141

Since the two-body self-gravitating problem cannot be142

solved analytically in GR, we generate simulated GW143

strain signals from coalescing BBHs using the frequency-144

domain precessing IMR waveform model IMRPhenomPv2145

[36] in virtue of its good match with Numerical Relativity146

(NR) waveforms [40] and low computational costs.147

IMRPhenomPv2 is a phenomenological waveform model148

constructed by combining PN-like inspiral waveforms149

with NR-calibrated merger-ringdown ansatz [41]. Its in-150

spiral stage is modeled up to f ∼ 0.018/M (in natural151

units), where M is the total mass of the system. The re-152

gion with Mf ≥ 0.018 is subdivided into an intermediate153

stage with 0.018 ≥ Mf ≥ 0.5fRD, which bridges the in-154

spiral stage to the merger-ringdown stage modeled above155

half the ringdown frequency fRD [41]. Fig. 2 illustrates156

the stages of coalescence of an example IMRPhenomPv2157

GW strain and its frequency evolution over time.158

The phase of IMRPhenomPv2 composes of terms with159

known frequency dependence. The coefficients of these160

terms, denoted as the phase coefficients pi, are the sub-161

jects of parameterized tests of GR in Section III. The162

phase coefficients pi and the orbital evolution of the BBH163

depend only on the masses and spin angular momen-164

tum vectors of the component black holes [40], denoted165

as the intrinsic parameters. The phase coefficients pi166

can be categorized into three groups, depending on the167

stages of coalescence in which they predominantly as-168

sert their effect on [9, 41]: (i) the inspiral PN coeffi-169

cients {ϕ0, ..., ϕ5, ϕ5l, ϕ6, ϕ6l, ϕ7} and phenomenological170

coefficients {σ0, ..., σ4}; (ii) the intermediate phenomeno-171

logical coefficients {β0, ..., β3}; (iii) the merger-ringdown172

phenomenological and black hole perturbation theory co-173

efficients {α0, ..., α5}.174

Seven additional extrinsic parameters, including the175

sky location, luminosity distance, polarization angle of176

the source, and the spatial orientation and orbital phase177

of the system at a reference frequency and time respec-178

tively, are needed to determine the response of the GW179

detectors.180

III. PARAMETERIZED TESTS OF GR181

We will focus on a parameterized test of GR, which182

introduces fractional deviations δpi, also known as de-183

phasing coefficients, to IMRPhenomPv2 phase coefficients184

pi [9]:185

pi 7→ pi[1 + δpi] . (6)

For the exceptional case where pi = 0, such as ϕ1, an186

absolute deviation is instead introduced [9]. In practice,187

we do not allow some of the IMRPhenomPv2 phase co-188

efficients to deviate from their prescribed values as they189

have large uncertainties or are degenerate with with other190

coefficients or physical parameters [9]. We therefore per-191

form tests with the remaining 14 dephasing coefficients,192

henceforth denoted as the testing dephasing coefficients193

[9]:194

{δpi} = {δϕ0, ..., δϕ4, δϕ5l, δϕ6, δϕ6l, δϕ7,

δβ2, δβ3, δα2, δα3, δα4} .
The frequency dependence of the testing parameters δpi195

is shown in Table I [15, 42].196

To quantify a deviation from GR, we can infer the197

most probable values of δpi through Bayesian parameter198

estimation, as discussed in the following subsection.199

A. Parameter Estimation200

Recall our data model d = h + n. Introducing pa-201

rameterized phase deviations to the signal h, we denote202

θ(θ, δpi) as the parameter vector generating the signal,203

which consists of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters204

generating the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform, θ, and the test-205

ing parameters δpi. In practice, the testing parameters206

are introduced once at a time, which is expected to cap-207

ture a deviation from GR present in multiple phase coef-208

ficients, while returning narrower credible intervals [15].209

Given the detector output d and prior information I,210

we wish to infer the conditional probability density of θ,211

referred to as the posterior, by invoking Bayes’ theorem212

P (θ|d, I) =
P (d|θ, I)× P (θ|I)

P (d|I)
, (7)
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TABLE I. The frequency dependence of IMRPhenomPv2 testing
parameters used in parameterized tests of GR. The table is
reproduced from Table 1 of Ref. [15].

Stage of

coalescence
δpi

f -

dependence

Inspiral δϕ0 f−5/3

δϕ1 f−4/3

δϕ2 f−1

δϕ3 f−2/3

δϕ4 f−1/3

δϕ5l log(f)

δϕ6 f1/3

δϕ6l f1/3 log(f)

δϕ7 f2/3

Intermediate δβ2 log f

δβ3 f−3

Merger- δα2 f−1

Ringdown δα3 f3/4

δα4 tan−1(af + b)

which relates the posterior to three probability densities:213

the likelihood P (d|θ, I), the prior P (θ|I) and the ev-214

idence P (d|I). During parameter estimation, the evi-215

dence, which do not depend explicitly on θ, can be seen216

as a proportionality constant since d and I are kept fixed.217

The likelihood and prior is separately discussed below.218

Given h(θ), the time series of the output data d219

uniquely defines a time series of the residual noise d−h,220

which is modeled as Gaussian and stationary. As such,221

the likelihood is approximated by the Whittle likelihood222

in Eq. (3):223

P (d|θ, I) ∝ exp

[
−1

2
(d− h|d− h)

]
, (8)

where (·|·) is the noise-weighted inner product [43]:224

(a|b) ≡
N/2−1∑
j=0

4<
(

ã∗j b̃j

Sn(fj)

)
∆f . (9)

Assuming that noise from multiple detectors, indexed l,225

are uncorrelated, the joint likelihood takes the form226

P (dl|θ, I) ∝ exp

[
−1

2

∑
l

(dl − hl|dl − hl)
]
. (10)

The prior P (θ|I) incorporates our beliefs about θ prior227

to the observation. We follow the default choice of prior228

in LALInference [20], which include uniform priors for229

the component masses m1 and m2, with m2 ≤ m1, a log-230

uniform prior for the luminosity distance, an isotropic231

prior for the sky location of the source and the spin angu-232

lar momentum vectors of the component black holes, and233

uniform priors for the remaining parameters. We note234

that in LALInference, the uniform priors specified for235

component masses are transformed to non-uniform, cor-236

related priors for the chirp mass M ≡ (m1m2)3/5(m1 +237

m2)−1/5 and the mass ratio q ≡ m2/m1 for more efficient238

sampling [20].239

In parameterized tests of GR, parameters of primary240

interest are the testing parameters δpi, while the poste-241

rior distribution spans the full 16-dimensional parameter242

space. We therefore compute the marginalized posterior243

distribution for introduced the testing parameter δpi:244

P (δpi|d, I) =

∫
P (θ|d, I)dθ , (11)

where θ denotes the parameters generating the underly-245

ing IMRPhenomPv2 waveform.246

IV. GLITCH MITIGATION METHODS247

In this section, we review four methods to mitigate248

data containing glitches, including one frequency-domain249

filtering method of band-pass filtering, two time-domain250

filtering method of gating and inpainting, and a glitch251

model subtraction method using the BayesWave method.252

Out of the four discussed methods, we perform band-pass253

filtering, inpainting and glitch model subtraction in our254

study.255

A. Band-pass filtering in Frequency Domain256

Assuming stationary and Gaussian noise, components257

of the noise-weighted inner product from different fre-258

quency bins of equal bandwidth and from different detec-259

tors contribute linearly to the log likelihood, as seen from260

Eq. (10). A direct way of removing the glitch in Fourier261

domain is by excluding the frequency bins containing the262

glitch from the likelihood calculation. In LALInference,263

this can be done by specifying the high-pass and low-pass264

cutoff frequency for the affected detector such that data265

containing the glitch is filtered out. Only the passed fre-266

quency bins are considered in the likelihood calculation.267

By default, data is high-passed at 20 Hz in LALInference268

[20].269

B. Gating and Inpainting in Time Domain270

A similar procedure can be done in the time domain,271

commonly known as gating, in which data containing the272

glitch is zeroed out by multiplying an inverse window273

function. The inverse window function reduces the spec-274

tral leakage in Fourier domain due to discontinuity of275

data at the boundary of the region to be zeroed out [44].276

Gating is adopted in the mitigation of glitch-277

overlapped GW170817 signal in LIGO-Livingston during278

the rapid localization of the source [45], illustrated in Fig.279
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FIG. 3. The output data from LIGO-Livingston for
GW170817 is plotted over time in the bottom figure (orange
curve). A glitch was identified around the time t = −0.75
s to −0.5 s in the figure. To infer the sky location of the
event during rapid localization, data was multiplied by an
inverse Tukey window function (black curve) [45]. To infer
the source properties during parameter estimation, a glitch
model (blue curve) reconstructed with BayesWave [31, 32] is
subtracted from the data [45], which is currently not included
in our study. The upper figure shows a spectrogram of the raw
LIGO-Livingston data. The figure is retrieved from Abbott
et al. [45]

3, which successfully led to follow-up electromagnetic ob-280

servations [46]. However, gating was not a recommended281

glitch mitigation method for parameter estimation pur-282

poses for the first half of the O3 observing run (O3a)283

[47]. Some of the concerns and limitations of mitigating284

glitches by gating are discussed below.285

As remarked in Ref. [34], gating can introduce errors to286

parameterized tests of GR, as it affects the signal power287

in frequency bins that count towards the noise-weighed288

inner product. For short-duration glitches, the minimal289

duration of window is further limited by the spectral leak-290

age in time and frequency domain would be resulted if291

the window duration is shorter than the inverse width292

of the spectral line, producing high-amplitude glitch-like293

noise artifacts at the boundaries in time domain [33].294

A new method, called impainting or hole filling [33],295

is developed to address the noise artifacts and statistical296

bias that may be resulted from gating. After specifying297

the time interval to be mitigated, new values are assigned298

for data within the interval, or hole, according to an in-299

painting filter, while data outside the hole are unaffected.300

The inpainting filter depends on the PSD of the station-301

ary Gaussian noise. Inpainted data within the hole is302

identically zero upon twice-whitening by the same PSD,303

and the quantity (d|h) is independent of the template304

waveform h inside the interval [33]. Since the hole can305

be made arbitrarily narrow, inpainting affect the minimal306

amount of data if the glitch is localized in time.307

If the PSD used in the inpainting filter equals the PSD
estimation used in the likelihood calculation, inpainting
is not expected to bias parameterized tests of GR: re-
expressing the noise-weighed inner product in the likeli-
hood calculation:

P (d|h) ∝ exp

[
−1

2
(d− h|d− h)

]
= exp

[
−1

2
(d|d) + (d|h)− 1

2
(h|h)

]
. (12)

Given inpainted data d, only the terms (d|h) and (h|h)308

differ across waveform templates h; between these two309

terms, only (d|h) explicitly depends on the inpainted310

data. As (d|h) is independent of the template wave-311

form inside the hole, inpainted data inside the hole is not312

expected to contribute to the outcome of parameterized313

tests. The desirable behaviors of the inpainting filter may314

not hold if different estimates of the PSD are used in the315

inpainting filter and the likelihood calculation. The sen-316

sitivity of the inpainting filter towards the PSD deserves317

a study [48].318

C. Glitch Model Subtraction319

The BayesWave [31, 32] algorithm models the GW sig-
nal and glitches in each detector using a variable num-
ber of wavelets, such as sine-Gaussian wavelets. Using
Bayesian inference and the data model

d = h+ nG + g , (13)

where the output data in each detector is modeled as
a superposition of a GW signal h, stationary Gaussian
noise nG and glitches g. While both the GW signal and
glitches are non-stationary and non-Gaussian, coherent
features across data from multiple detectors will be mod-
eled by the signal model and independent features will be
modeled by the glitch model [49]. A trans-dimensional
Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm is
used to sample models with different number of wavelets
or with wavelets of different parameter values. The most
probable model is inferred through Bayesian inference by
comparing the evidence P (d|Mi, I) for different models
Mi: given data d and prior information I, we define the
odds O1

2 between two competing models M1, M2 and in-
voking Bayes’ Theorem

O1
2 ≡

P (M1|d, I)

P (M2d, I)
=
P (M1|I)

P (M2|I)
× P (d|M1, I)

P (d|M2, I)
, (14)

we get that model M1 will be more probable than model320

M2 if the odds O1
2 is larger than 1. Setting the first term321

on the rightmost of Eq. (14), called the prior odds, to322

unity to express our ignorance towards the probability323

of models, the odds can be obtained by comparing the324
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TABLE II. Key specifications of the three mitigation methods.

Mitigation Method Specification Scattered-Light Tomte Blip

Band-pass High-pass Cutoff (Hz) 40 105 20

Low-pass Cutoff (Hz) 511.875 511.875 60

Inpainting Hole Duration (s) 1.750 0.040 0.005

Sampling Rate (Hz) 4096 4096 4096

Glitch Model Segment Length (s) 16 4 4

Subtraction High-pass Cutoff (Hz) 8 20 20

Sampling Rate (Hz) 2048 2048 2048

Qmax 200 40 40

Dmax 200 100 100

5
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D
at

a
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FIG. 4. 90% credible intervals of the posterior distributions of testing parameters obtained by performing parameterized tests
of GR on 5 data realizations of a simulated GW190828 065509-like signal in stationary Gaussian noise. The simulated noise is
colored by the representative best LIGO-Hanford, LIGO-Livingston and Virgo detector PSD estimates during O3a.

evidences of the two models. In BayesWave, the evidences325

are calculated through thermodynamic integration [31].326

Once the most probable glitch+signal model is inferred,327

the glitch model is subtracted from the data.328

The BayesWave algorithm was first used to remove the329

glitch which overlapped with the GW170817 signal dur-330

ing parameter estimation [45], illustrated in Fig. 3, and331

was regularly used to mitigate glitch-overlapped signals332

during O3a [14]. Ref. [34] concluded that parameter re-333

covery results using data reconstructed by BayesWave are334

unbiased. In the context of tests of GR, which are de-335

signed to detect small deviations from GR waveforms,336

the subtraction of sine-Gaussian wavelets by BayesWave337

may alter the GW signal to an extent which may be re-338

ported as a false violation of GR. However, this is not339

observed in our results.340

V. RESULTS OF GLITCHES OVERLAPPING A341

GW190828 065509-LIKE SIGNAL342

We are motivated to consider a signal similar343

to that of the high-mass-ratio BBH-merger event344

GW190828 065509 [14], in which the mitigation of poten-345

tial glitches overlapping the event in L1 through band-346

pass filtering resulted in pathological features in param-347

eterized tests of GR [50]. Values of some selected gener-348

ating parameters of the GW190828 065509-like signal is349

tabulated in Table III.350

TABLE III. Injected values of some selected generating
parameters of a GW190828 065509-like signal using the
IMRPhenomPv2 waveform model. The GW190828 065509-
like signal is taken to be the maximum likelihood wave-
form inferred for real GW190828 065509 data using the
IMRPhenomPv2 template waveform model. Due to the high
mass ratio and strong spins of the GW190828 065509-like sig-
nal, precession effects are significant.

Waveform Parameter Value

Chirp mass M (M�) 16.86

Mass ratio q 0.14

Dimensionless primary spin magnitude a1 0.92

Dimensionless secondary spin magnitude a2 0.75

Right ascension α (rad) 2.54

Declination δ (rad) -0.84
351

352

We first present the expected results of parameterized353

tests of GR in the absence of glitches by coherently in-354

jecting the simulated GW190828 065509-like signal, gen-355

erated with a IMRPhenomPv2 waveform model, into 5 re-356

alizations of simulated stationary, Gaussian noise colored357

with the representative best (cleaned) PSD of the LIGO-358

Hanford (H1), LIGO-Livingston (L1) and Virgo (V1) de-359

tectors during O3a. The 90% credible intervals for the360
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testing parameters are plotted in Fig. 4, X a remark on361

results.362

The same signal is then injected into real H1, L1 and363

V1 detector data [51] at times where glitches are present364

in either H1 or L1 with all three detectors operating in the365

science mode. Glitches from the tomte, blip, scattered-366

light classes (and fast-scattering class, which is consid-367

ered here as a sub-class of the scattered-light class) are368

chosen, as glitches from these classes have the highest369

occurrence rates in the first half of the O3 observing run.370

The glitches used in our study is further chosen so that371

their duration and peak frequency are representative of372

their corresponding glitch classes.373

For long-duration glitches from the scattered-light374

class, the GW190828 065509-like signal was injected near375

the time when the glitch is loudest. For short-duration376

glitches from the tomte and blip class, the signal was in-377

jected coherently into the three detectors such that each378

glitch overlaps with the signal at the inspiral, interme-379

diate and merger-ringdown stage in time domain in dif-380

ferent data samples. The three stages in time domain381

are determined as the time intervals when the instanta-382

neous frequencies of the signal are in the corresponding383

three stages in frequency-domain discusseded in Sec. II B384

respectively. The boundaries of the three stages of the385

signal in time and frequency domain are marked in the Q-386

scans by vertical and horizontal white lines respectively.387

After preparing the data samples, we applied the glitch388

mitigation methods of band-pass filtering, inpainting and389

BayesWave glitch subtraction as described in Sec. IV on390

detector data in which glitches are present. We then391

performed parameterized tests of GR on the unmitigated392

and mitigated samples. The specifications of the three393

glitch mitigation methods are tabulated in Table II.394

A. Scattered-light Glitches395

Scattered-light glitches are produced by laser light396

scattering out and re-entering the main laser beam, and397

their correlation with seismic motion are well-understood398

[14]. Scattered-light glitches are characterized by their399

arch shape as seen in a time-frequency representation400

such as the top Q-scan in Fig. 1 [22]. The simu-401

lated GW190828 065509-like signal is coherently injected402

into H1, L1 and V1 at GPS times around 1253416025,403

1253200434 and 1253275979, corresponding to the time404

when scattered-light glitches are present in H1, L1 and405

L1 (more precisely, the last one is classified as a fast-406

scattering glitch by the Gravity Spy pipeline [22]). Pa-407

rameterized tests of GR are performed on the unmiti-408

gated and mitigated data, the posterior of the testing409

parameters are plotted on the left and right side of each410

violin plot in Fig. 5 respectively. Implications.411

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing412

elit. Ut purus elit, vestibulum ut, placerat ac, adipisc-413

ing vitae, felis. Curabitur dictum gravida mauris. Nam414

arcu libero, nonummy eget, consectetuer id, vulputate a,415

magna. Donec vehicula augue eu neque. Pellentesque416

habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada417

fames ac turpis egestas. Mauris ut leo. Cras viverra me-418

tus rhoncus sem. Nulla et lectus vestibulum urna fringilla419

ultrices. Phasellus eu tellus sit amet tortor gravida plac-420

erat. Integer sapien est, iaculis in, pretium quis, viverra421

ac, nunc. Praesent eget sem vel leo ultrices bibendum.422

Aenean faucibus. Morbi dolor nulla, malesuada eu, pulv-423

inar at, mollis ac, nulla. Curabitur auctor semper nulla.424

Donec varius orci eget risus. Duis nibh mi, congue eu,425

accumsan eleifend, sagittis quis, diam. Duis eget orci sit426

amet orci dignissim rutrum.427

Nam dui ligula, fringilla a, euismod sodales, sollici-428

tudin vel, wisi. Morbi auctor lorem non justo. Nam la-429

cus libero, pretium at, lobortis vitae, ultricies et, tellus.430

Donec aliquet, tortor sed accumsan bibendum, erat ligula431

aliquet magna, vitae ornare odio metus a mi. Morbi ac432

orci et nisl hendrerit mollis. Suspendisse ut massa. Cras433

nec ante. Pellentesque a nulla. Cum sociis natoque pe-434

natibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridicu-435

lus mus. Aliquam tincidunt urna. Nulla ullamcorper436

vestibulum turpis. Pellentesque cursus luctus mauris.437

Nulla malesuada porttitor diam. Donec felis erat,438

congue non, volutpat at, tincidunt tristique, libero. Vi-439

vamus viverra fermentum felis. Donec nonummy pellen-440

tesque ante. Phasellus adipiscing semper elit. Proin fer-441

mentum massa ac quam. Sed diam turpis, molestie vitae,442

placerat a, molestie nec, leo. Maecenas lacinia. Nam ip-443

sum ligula, eleifend at, accumsan nec, suscipit a, ipsum.444

Morbi blandit ligula feugiat magna. Nunc eleifend con-445

sequat lorem. Sed lacinia nulla vitae enim. Pellentesque446

tincidunt purus vel magna. Integer non enim. Praesent447

euismod nunc eu purus. Donec bibendum quam in tel-448

lus. Nullam cursus pulvinar lectus. Donec et mi. Nam449

vulputate metus eu enim. Vestibulum pellentesque felis450

eu massa.451

B. Tomte Glitch452

Tomte glitches are short-duration, broadband glitches453

characterized by their triangular shape as seen in time-454

frequency representations. A Q-scan of a tomte glitch455

is shown on the bottom-left of Fig. 1. The sources456

and coupling of tomte glitches are not well-understood.457

The simulated GW190828 065509-like signal is coher-458

ently injected into H1, L1 and V1 at GPS times around459

1252901859, corresponding to the time when a tomte460

glitch is present in L1. The injection time is slightly461

adjusted so that the glitch overlap with the signal at462

the inspiral, intermediate and merger-ringdown stages in463

time domain. Parameterized tests of GR are performed464

on the unmitigated and mitigated data, the posterior of465

the testing parameters are plotted on the left and right466

side of each violin plot in Fig. 6 respectively.467

Despite shifting the simulated signal to overlap with468

the tomte glitch at different stages in time domain, sim-469

ilar posterior distributions of testing parameters are ob-470
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(a) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a H1 scattered-light glitch.
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(b) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a L1 scattered-light glitch.
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(c) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a L1 fast-scattering glitch.

FIG. 5. Posterior distributions of testing parameters and the recovered chirp mass obtained by performing parameterized
tests on unmitigated scattered-light-glitch-overlapped signals during a three-detector observation (left of violin plot) and the
corresponding mitigated cases (right of violin plot) where band-pass filtering (solid line), BayesWave glitch model subtraction
(dotted line) and inpainting (dashed line) are performed. The GR-value of the testing parameters and the injected value of
chirp mass are indicated by vertical black lines.
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(a) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a L1 tomte glitch at inspiral stage in time domain.
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(b) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a L1 tomte glitch at intermediate stage in time domain.
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(c) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a L1 tomte glitch at merger-ringdown stage in time domain.

FIG. 6. Posterior distributions of testing parameters and the recovered chirp mass obtained by performing parameterized tests
on unmitigated tomte-glitch-overlapped signals during a three-detector observation (left of violin plot) and the corresponding
mitigated cases (right of violin plot) where band-pass filtering (solid line), BayesWave glitch model subtraction (dotted line)
and inpainting (dashed line) are performed. The GR-value of the testing parameters and the injected value of chirp mass are
indicated by vertical black lines.
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tained for the three unmitigated cases. Exclusions of the471

GR value of 0 is clearly observed in lower PN orders, such472

as δχ2 and δχ3. With the constraint of GR relaxed. The473

sampling of the chirp mass can be inaccurate when the474

glitch is present, resulting in multimodal peaks or peak-475

ing far away from the injected value, as observed when476

parameterized deviations are introduced in the inspiral477

stage. Although the tomte glitch contributes consider-478

able excess power in the intermediate stage in frequency479

domain, which resides in the most sensitive frequency480

bands of the LIGO detectors [9], false deviations in the481

intermediate testing parameters cannot be observed.482

Comparing the unmitigated and mitigated results,483

both inpainting and deglitching can consistently reduce484

the false violations in the lower PN order testing param-485

eters, resulting in strong support for the GR value of 0 in486

most testing parameters. Meanwhile, high-passing up to487

105 Hz is not a robust glitch mitigation method, as false488

deviations of GR can be amplified (e.g. δχ2, δχ3 in Fig.489

6a) or introduced by the mitigation (e.g. δβ2, δβ3 in Fig.490

6b). Improvement in parameterized tests of GR upon re-491

moval of the glitch suggests that the false violations in the492

inspiral parameters are attributed to the presence of the493

tomte glitch, which contributes significant excess power494

in inspiral frequency bands. Despite the effectiveness of495

inpainting and deglitching in reducing false deviations of496

GR, the sampling of intrinsic parameters such as chirp497

mass can still be difficult when parameterized deviations498

are introduced (e.g. multimodal peaks resulted for in-499

painted and deglitched data when δχ2, δχ3, δχ4, δχ
l
5 are500

introduced in Fig. 6c).501

C. Blip Glitch502

Blip glitches are short-duration, broadband glitches503

characterized by their teardrop shape as seen in time-504

frequency representations. A Q-scan of a blip glitch is505

shown on the bottom-right of Fig. 1 [22]. The sources506

and coupling of blip glitches are not well-understood [14].507

The simulated GW190828 065509-like signal is coher-508

ently injected into H1, L1 and V1 at GPS times around509

1253103382.105, corresponding to the time when a blip510

glitch is present in H1. The injection time is slightly511

adjusted so that the glitch overlap with the signal at512

the inspiral, intermediate and merger-ringdown stages in513

time domain. Parameterized tests of GR are performed514

on the unmitigated and mitigated data, the posterior of515

the testing parameters are plotted on the left and right516

side of each violin plot in Fig. 7 respectively.517518

Violations of GR can be observed for testing pa-519

rameters from all stages of coalescence when the blip520

glitch overlap with the signal in intermediate or merger-521

ringdown stage in time domain, even though the blip522

glitch contributes excess power only to intermeidate and523

merger-ringdown frequency bands. Unlike the case with524

the tomte glitch, the blip glitch overlapping the signal at525

inspiral stage in time domain has no observable effect on526

parameterized tests of GR, since the posterior distribu-527

tion matches with that with the glitch removed through528

low-passing, inpainting and deglitching. This may be due529

to the fact that the blip glitch did not strictly overlap530

with the signal tract in time-frequency space. However,531

with inspiral testing parameters introduced, the sampling532

of chirp mass is inaccurate, peaking around 5 M� greater533

than the injected value; this may be correlated to the de-534

viation of δχ4, δχ
l
5, δχ6 from the GR value of 0.535

Comparing the unmitigated and mitigated results of536

the glitch overlapping the intermediate and merger-537

ringown stage in time domain, all three mitigation meth-538

ods of low-passing, inpainting and deglitching can reduce539

false violations of GR, by bringing posteriors of testing540

parameters which excludes the GR value of 0 in the un-541

mitigated case to a posterior that peaks close to 0 (e.g.542

δχ3, δχ4, δβ2, δβ3, δα2, δα4 in Fig. 7c). The posterior dis-543

tribution of the testing parameters matches each other544

closely, indicating that the mitigation methods did not545

contribute extra effects on parameterized tests of GR in546

this three cases.547

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK548

We reviewed a type of parameterized gravitational-549

wave tests of GR and the glitch mitigation meth-550

ods of band-pass filtering, inpainting and glitch model551

subtraction using the BayesWave algorithm. We in-552

jected a high-mass-ratio coalescing BBH signal coher-553

ently into the LIGO-Hanford, LIGO-Livingston and554

Virgo detector output at times when long-duration555

low-frequency scattered-light glitches or short-duration556

broadband tomte and blip glitches are present in LIGO-557

Hanford or LIGO-Livingston. We then investigated the558

effect of the three type of glitches and their mitigations559

on parameterized tests of GR by comparing between un-560

mitigated and mitigated results.561

We showed that a tomte glitch, which contributes ex-562

cess power to inspiral and intermediate frequency bands,563

lead to false violations in inspiral parameters; while a564

blip glitch, which contributes excess power to intermedi-565

ate and merger-ringdown frequency bands, lead to false566

violations in parameters from all stages of coalescence.567

We found no clear correlation between the time of glitch-568

overlapping and the stages of coalescence which false vi-569

olation occurred, except in one case where the signal and570

glitch did not overlap in time-frequency space, no obvious571

effects of the glitch can be observed.572

Out of the three mitigation methods, we find that in-573

painting and BayesWave glitch model subtraction con-574

sistently reduces false violations of GR, and the results575

matches closely with each other. This indicates that576

the two methods did not introduce additional effects to577

parameterized tests, and suggests successful glitch re-578

movals. Band-pass filtering, on the other hand, can also579

reduce false violations in most cases. However, false vi-580

olations are amplified or new violations are introduced581
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(a) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a H1 blip glitch at inspiral stage in time domain.
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(b) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a H1 blip glitch at intermediate stage in time domain.
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(c) Simulated GW190828 065509-like signal overlapped with a H1 blip glitch at merger-ringdown stage in time domain.

FIG. 7. Posterior distributions of testing parameters and the recovered chirp mass obtained by performing parameterized tests
on unmitigated blip-glitch-overlapped signals during a three-detector observation (left of violin plot) and the corresponding
mitigated cases (right of violin plot) where band-pass filtering (solid line), BayesWave glitch model subtraction (dotted line)
and inpainting (dashed line) are performed. The GR-value of the testing parameters and the injected value of chirp mass are
indicated by vertical black lines.
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in more than one case after high-passing to 105 Hz. We582

suggest the application of inpainting or BayesWave glitch583

model subtraction for glitch mitigation, as they are found584

to be effective even when an extra degree of freedom is in-585

volved with the introduction of parameterized deviation586

to the signal model.587

A major improvement on the LIGO detectors are ex-588

pected to be completed in a few years, doubling the de-589

tector sensitivities [52]. The increased sensitivity in turn590

suggests more frequent occurrence of glitches overlapping591

signals. As mitigating glitch-overlapped signals may be-592

come a regularity in the future, a systematic study on593

the effects of glitches and their mitigation on parameter594

estimation and tests of GR will be crucial to the next595

generation of GW astronomy; this will be left for future596

work.597
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